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Rousseau; and how shall we disengage clearly the influence of this sentimentality from that of Richardson, whose hold on France had a tenacity little short of amazing? If we differentiate it by its objects, by its dithyrambs over dead asses and its moralities upon starlings, we find very little until the time is so late that we cannot be sure. The imitation by Mlle. de Lespinasse4 in her story of Mme. Geoffrin's milkmaid, not only seems too slight for more than mention, but, even if it had much greater literary importance of its own, would show at most only the vogue of Sterne's sentimentality. "t tre nmu oiu il faut," says M. Texte, " et meme oi il ne faut pas, sans en rougir jamais, c'est tout le secret de Sterne." 5 Not at all. If that were the whole secret of Sterne, the Sentimental Journey would have been buried long ago. I fear the French critics in tracking this particular sentimentality are some-times at fault; but even supposing them to be infallible, something more and something more definite is needed to constitute a literary influence.
There is safer ground in Sterne's humour, in his pervasive equivocation, in the character of his incidental creations-Mr. Shandy, Corporal Trim, Uncle Toby. Safest measure of all is Sterne's form-his constant use of gesture,' his random progress, his method, conversational and expository rather than narrative, narrative, indeed, only so far as to fool his readers. This is the " ceuvre d6cousue" of which M. Texte speaks, " sans plan, sans ordre." 2 "{I1 cause toujours et ne compose jamais," says M. Walcknaer.3 This is Sterne, or rather this is the effect that Sterne sought and achieved; but even this is not all Sterne, for it is not yet the Sentimental Journey. The Shandy style does recur in the Journey, but only as the incorrigible trickery of a man who has found his art. Instead of the mad breaks and the elaborate digression of Shandy, the Journey has transitions of consummate delicacy. The Shandy passages of description are only hints of Sterne's skill in miniature. The Journey, as M. Montegut points out, is a Dutch painting of French manners. It is much more; it is the art of pure description at its finest. Nothing, I venture to think, has ever surpassed the concentration, the brilliancy and the delicacy of these tiny chapters, where there is not a word too much and not a word amiss. In a literature not habitually tolerant of description, and swinging from the large, long landscape style to the large, short poster style, these pictures of Sterne's are almost alone.
For observe that the Sentimental Journey, though it is beautifully coherent, is hardly more than Tristram Shandy narrative. It has no narrative unity; it has very little narrative progress. Sterne has narrative incidents, narrative digressions, even in Shandy; but he never has as his object the conduct of a story. Call him, if you will, a novelist-I will not quarrel with Maupassant; but remember that he is not even, except by the way, a story-teller. If we call Tristram Shandy story because of Uncle Toby, we may almost as well call the Spectator story because of Sir Roger de Coverly. In Tristram Shlandy Sterne is a whimsical, satirical essayist romping in narrative forms; in the Sentimental Journey he is much more a describer of men and women, seeking description only, and for itself, and colouring it habitually with drama.
Dramatic description, if a label be desired, might well be pasted on the Sentimental Journey. The book is full of situations, but situations that lead nowhither, that are there merely for themselves. The snuff-box, the dEsobligeante, the gloves, the theatre passage-no wonder it has been a prize for the illustrators, though "indeed there was no need." " I looked at Monsieur Dessein through and through; eyed him as he walked along in profile-then en face-thought him like a Jew-then a Turk-disliked his wig-cursed him by my gods-wished him at the devil-" -And is all this to be lighted up in the heart for a beggarly account of three or four louis d'ors, which is the most I can be overreached in ?-' Base passion!' said I, turning myself about as a man naturally does upon a sudden reverse of sentiment; ' Base, ungentle passion! thy hand is against every man, and every man's hand against thee.' 'Heaven forbidI' said she, raising her hand up to her forehead; for I had turned full in front upon the lady whom I had seen in conversation with the monk: she had followed us unperceived. ' Heaven forbid, indeed !' said I, offering her my own-she had a black pair of silk gloves, open only at the thumb and two forefingers-so accepted it without reserve, and I led her up to the door of the remise." 2 The conclusion of these differences is that Tristram Shandy is trick, the Sentimental Journey is art.
With Goethe said once to Eckerman, anent the tiresome cry of plagiarism (I paraphrase from memory), "You might as well ask a well fed man to give account of the oxen, sheep and hogs which he has eaten and which have passed into his blood." Did Dumas even take a whole plot from an author that had failed to handle it? That is an interesting fact in the life of Dumas; it is a comparatively uninteresting fact in the history of literature, as we all know from many futile studies of soand-so's indebtedness to so-and-so. It is not literary influence. It does not affect the forms of art.
And so one searches Diderot's Jacques le Fataliste2 with misgiving, because the critics3 have pointed out that it opens with a passage from Tristram Shandy, that it has toward the end a scene very similar to one in the Sentimental Journey, and that in at least one other place Diderot borrows from Sterne. Here, however, is much more than borrowing. Here is imitation, and imitation consistent enough to pique inquiry into its limits and character. At first the imitation seems too consistent; it looks like a mere paraphrase of Shandy, as in fact it has been called. But, after all, Jacques le Fataliste has greater consistency of form than Tristram Shandy, and, after all, a strong sense of narrative. True, the freakish progress of Shandy is adopted in toto. The postponement of Tristram's birth and then of his breeching has its parallel in the story of the amours of Jacques, announced in the earlier part, consistently interrupted at every stage, sometimes at half-stages or even half-sentences, by the other tales that make the bulk of the volume, and finished never. But there is much more narrative in Jacques. The separate stories are more numerous, and, in general, more developed, and the interpolation of essay and dialogue, though frequent, is a far smaller fraction of the whole.
Besides, though Goethe's opinion of the whole5 as a whole It is not only pure narrative, slightly interrupted; it is narrative of the highest order; it is, at the end of the eighteenth century, a short story done with nineteenth-century French art.3 Here is no hop-skip-and-jump, but a strong plot well complicated4 and brought to a striking solution of character. It may be said that the denouement is not satisfying, not consequent on the character of one of the actors-in fact, Diderot acknowledges this by appending a clumsy explanation; but observe that the objection presupposes plot and character. This otherwise admirable narrative occupies one-fourth of the book.6
The story of Mme. de Pommeraye points a contrast also in in tone. It deals with passion, and passion is unknown to Sterne. His emotion is sentimental, and of this Diderot has hardly a trace. There is, to be sure, the touching incident of the woman with the broken jug;7 but the beaten horse8 Clearest mark of all is the delicacy in transition, as in the opening of Chapter xv, gauged at once to bring the servant on the scene swiftly and to explain the previous allusion to the wet sponge, that not a word may be displaced or wasted.
The fulness and minuteness of gesture is not only characteristic in itself; it also shows that Maistre grasped as characteristic in this form that it should be applied to the most insignificant incidents and the smallest objects-a portrait, a house-dog, a bed, a coat, a rose,-and that it should be applied sentimentally. Maistre may have his passing sarcasm on sentimentality;' but his whole book is steeped in it. In form and in tone his Voyage is a sentimental journey. In form and in tone there is the same subtle unity-not a unity of the fable, for the Voyage has no more narrative unity than the Journey, but a descriptive unity. No wonder it closes like the Journey, but how much more delicately! For the Voyage autour de ma Chambre is not a copy. It has not a single detail demonstrably borrowed, and as a whole it is original. That is what makes its imitation at once so interesting to study and so profitable. This is literary influence, that an author, in adopting a form, should use it for himself. Thus, for instance, that Maistre should so have modified the form as to present less drama and more essay follows from the temper of Maistre. From the temper of Cap. ix.
Maistre also comes the occasional tone of oratory,1 the larger use of natural scenery, the very slight use of manners, the comparatively indistinct presentation of persons, the serious reflections philosophical and religious.2 And the nobler soul had also the freer fancy; he is less concrete, or, to put it conversely, more abstract, more purely fanciful.3 In a word, he is always himself. He learned from Sterne precisely as one painter learns from another.
One book, then, in 1794, appears to sum up the influence of Sterne's best form on French literature. For the rest, one direct imitation of Tristram, and perhaps a score of passages here and there, reminiscent possibly of his sentimentality, possibly of someone else's. Yet "Sterne is so French." After all, is he? He has the quickest sensibility to French habits of expression, but not so much to manner in word as to manners, to attitude. He seems to like the language; but his sympathy is not from mastery. In mastery Sterne is at the first reader, without vocabulary, without syntax, and especially without idiom. The idioms of manners he read at sight; but it is at least doubtful that he knew enough French to appreciate French style.
So there is no promise for inquiry whether Sterne, teaching so remarkably little to France, may on the other hand have learned something from her. One looks again in his Pr6vost, the very man of men for Sterne; but ten pages of Manon bring him to a stand; a story always in motion, a story of passion, above all a style that is what Sterne's at its best never is-artless, a lovely simplicity. Not all the tears o'er faithless Manon shed persuade me that Sterne had anything from the Chevalier des Grieux; and on M. Brunetiere's presentation of Provost's later stories4 I will risk the assertion that he had nothing from them either. M. Jusserand5 
